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In Romulus Linney's new drama, a condemned man learns to be free  
Is it cruel to teach a dying man to live? This and other excruciating life-and-death 
questions assault the reader of Ernest J. Gaines's eloquent novel A Lesson Before Dying, 
about a young black man condemned to death in a small Louisiana town. A National 
Book Critics Circle Award winner in 1993, the book tells a profound and harrowing story 
that seems a natural for stage and screen. Sure enough, HBO turned the book into a well-
received 1999 movie, and in January the tale finally hit the boards when the Alabama 
Shakespeare Festival mounted Romulus Linney's powerful stage adaptation.  
A Lesson Before Dying's first steps toward the footlights were taken shortly after its 
publication in 1992 when ASF board member Virginia Roddy read Gaines's novel and 
was hooked. Roddy pestered ASF artistic director Kent Thompson until he read, and fell 
for, the novel as well. Then, when television and movie deals-in-progress blocked the 
theatre from obtaining dramatic rights immediately, Roddy cornered Ernest Gaines at an 
honorary degree ceremony at Tulane University and talked him into smoothing the way.  
Meanwhile, and completely separately, Gaines's old friend Romulus Linney was also 
coveting the material for the stage. In 1997, he finally called Thompson to volunteer as 
adapter, and the production was accepted into ASF's Southern Writers' Project, founded 
by Thompson in 1991 to be a forum for Southern writers and "a window for the rest of 
the nation to view Southern themes through drama." Just as work on Lesson was gearing 
up, Oprah Winfrey gave the show an indirect publicity boost when she selected the novel 
for her Book of the Month club.  
 
A Lesson Before Dying, Linney has commented, is "the stuff the theatre cries out 
for...authentic, honest tragedy." The tragedy revolves around the death row incarceration 
of Jefferson, a young man convicted of murder--probably unjustly--in a fictional 
Louisiana parish in 1948. As Jefferson waits to die in the electric chair, his grandmother 
broods over the defense attorney's casual comparison of the condemned man to an 
unthinking--and therefore guiltless-- "hog."  
 
Determined that her grandchild should die "like a man," the grandmother enlists the 
reluctant local schoolmaster, Grant Wiggins, to teach Jefferson dignity. Gaines's book 
and Linney's play describe in unflinching detail Grant's tortured efforts to fulfill this 
mission, which takes a huge emotional toll on him. "I don't know how a man should 
live," the teacher agonizes at one point. "How can I tell him how he should die?"  
While spiritual crises rage through the parish, Jefferson's execution tests the local power 
structure, creating tensions between white prison managers and the black community, the 
older generation and the younger generation, religious and secular authority. It was this 
aspect of the work that the taut, vigorously acted ASF production, under Thompson's 
direction and with scenic design by Vicki Smith, captured particularly vividly.  



Three key sections of the set--the raised stage depicting the prison dayroom, a downstage 
area on the side representing a local cafe, and a desk downstage center standing in for 
Grant's dilapidated one-room schoolhouse--show-cased three intriguingly different sets of 
power dynamics. In the brick-walled dayroom, cluttered with cardboard boxes, the white 
establishment held sway, regulating details as small as whether Jefferson's visitors should 
sit or stand. You could read in the actors' body language how their characters recognized, 
and sometimes rebelled against, this despotism--the stiff posture of Isiah Whitlock Jr.'s 
Grant Wiggins, for example, in his tense interactions with prison officials, spoke volumes 
about the region's social subtext. At the end of the play, in the ultimate demonstration of 
the establishment's power, a black curtain descended to cover the wall, and the stage 
became an execution chamber, complete with an electric chair.  
 
Downstage, beneath the blue neon sign for the Rainbow Cafe a more subtle kind of 
power shifted back and forth between Grant and his sultry girlfriend Vivian (Melissa 
Maxwell), also a teacher in a cash-strapped segregated school. As Grant's courage falters 
under the weight of his death row ministry, Vivian uses her moral and sexual clout ("I got 
myself a black coward! How can you ask an innocent boy to face an electric chair when 
you won't face yourself?") to spur him on.  
 
But it was when Whitlock moved to the downstage desk, with its neatly piled books and 
brass bell, that the production became most magnetic. The schoolroom is subject to a 
third type of authority--that of a teacher over his students. Here, Grant represents 
authority, no matter how frustrated and fuming a figure he cuts elsewhere. In several 
extraordinarily effective moments, Whitlock extended that authority over the audience, 
addressing them directly, as if they were children. The conceit, which the actor executed 
with cool intensity, forced viewers one step nearer to the play's wrenching drama.  
Ultimately, perhaps, the stage version of Lesson does not plumb the story's philosophical 
depths as deeply as the novel, whose first-person perspective (Grant is the narrator) 
emphasizes a David-and-Goliath fight between one individual and Life's Big Questions. 
The play, on the other hand, is less subjective, operating more on a sociological level.  
But Linney's script does zoom in on Jefferson's spiritual transformation, movingly 
evoked in the ASF production by the riveting actor Jamahl Marsh. Marsh thawed visibly 
as the play progressed, losing his initial sullen glare and becoming more animated scene 
by scene. The end of the production featured a terrifying moment with the empty electric 
chair and an abrupt lighting shift (Terry Cermak was the lighting designer), and shortly 
afterwards, Marsh returned to the stage as Jefferson to recite a passage from the 
condemned man's diary. These final lines ("There is a bird in the sycamore tree. A 
bluebird. I'm writing it down…”) which prompted audible emotion in the ASF audience, 
reveal that Jefferson has found redemption through self-expression. The lesson has been 
learned. 


